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DAY DATE TOUR ITINERARY NIGHT STAY 
DAT 1  ARRIVE KUALA LUMPUR  

Welcome to Kuala Lumpur! On arrival, complete your immigration 
procedure, collect your luggage and proceed to the arrival hall where you 
will be met by our representative and transferred to your hotel for check in. 
The evening is free for you to relax or explore this city on your own. 
Overnight in Kuala Lumpu 
 

 
 

Kuala Lumpur 

BREAKFAST- NO LUNCH-NO DINNER-NO 

DAY 2  Full Day Kuala Lumpur City Tour  
After breakfast, proceed for a Half Day City tour of Kuala Lumpur. This tour 
will bring you to the confluence of the two rivers (Gombak & Klang River) 
where the name of Kuala Lumpur originated from, then to the King's Palace, 
the National Monument, drive pass Lake Gardens, photostop at National 
Mosque, the Moorish styled railway station, then proceed to Independence 
Square and Sultan Abdul Samad Building, nicknamed as the Clock tower of 
Kuala Lumpur. Notice the abundant greenery in the city, particularly at the 
Lake Gardens. A photostop at the magnificent Petronas Twin Towers is also 
included. Return back to hotel and Overnight in Kuala Lumpur  
 

 
 

Kuala Lumpur 

BREAKFAST- YES LUNCH-NO DINNER-NO 

DAY 3  Genting Highland & Batu cave Tour Breakfast 
Enjoy breakfast at hotel, Escape from the city life for a day to discover the 
scenic Genting Highlands. Take a ride on the Genting Skyway, Southeast 
Asia’s fastest and longest cable car. Prepare your eyes for the vastly 
beautiful historic Batu Caves where you'll find a large statue (154 Feet) of 
Lord Murugan at the entrance stairway to the cave. It is the most popular 
Hindu religious site outside of India. Don't wear short pants/skirts, it is not 
permissible to the caves. Overnight in Kuala Lumpur 
 

 
 

Kuala Lumpur 

BREAKFAST- YES LUNCH-NO DINNER-NO 

DAY 4  After breakfast Check out From Hotel & transfer to airport to for Return 
Flight. 

 

BREAKFAST-YES LUNCH-NO DINNER-NO 

Kuala Lumpur Tour  

         3 Nights | 4 Days 
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Option 1 ( 3 Star Hotel ) City Name Hotel Name 

 

Minimum 2 Person Must 

Kuala Lumpur Sentral Pudu / Similar 

  

 

Per Adult Cost Per Child Cost (2 To Below 12 Years} Per Infant Cost 

Air fare 20000/- Approx Air fare --- Air fare -- 

Land Package  12500/- Land Package 23000 Land Package -- 

 

Special note:Air Ticket Can be Changed Any Time,Depend on Seat Availability 

Package Include Package Exclude 

✈ Dhaka-Kuala Lumpur-Dhaka Return Ticket. 

✈Three consecutive nights stay at the mentioned 
hotel or similar  

✈Daily breakfast  

✈Return Airport Transfers   

✈Full Day Kuala Lumpur City Tour. 

✈Full Day Genting Highland & Batu cave tour. 

✈All tours and transfers by ac car  
 

 

 

✈Travel Insurance and Visa ✈Guaranteed early check in or late 

check out. This is completely at the discretion of the hotel and 

we can only put in a request for the same.✈Any expenses of 

personal nature ✈Tips and porterage ✈Surcharges as 
applicable due to peak season, surcharge dates, trade fair dates, 

Christmas, New Year week. ✈Meals other than that what is 

mentioned in your itinerary. ✈Any services not mentioned in 

the inclusions list ✈Meals other than specified in the 

itinerary.✈Drinks including Water during meals / sightseeing 

tours are not included ✈Entrance fees if any during Sightseeing 

Tours Hotels Used / Similar Cancellation Policy 

Booking Must Be Made Within 3 To 7 Days 

No Booking Has Made Yet, All Reservation, Seat & Fare Are Subject To Availability On Booking time 

 
Important: 

1. Check-in 12:00 hrs. / Check-out time is 11:00 hrs. 
2. The guest should always keep cool with the drivers as they are not tourism educated and come from different remote 

villages. 
3. On arrival of guests we will provide them with local contact numbers of our executive, who will handle the entire operation. 
4. If any tourist spot do not complete for closing day & if they want to do the same on next day then they have to pay the 

extra cost for the vehicle. 
5. Please inform your guest to maintain the timing for the sightseeing / transfers which will advisable by our executive. Once 

our vehicle will leave the hotel area without picking up the guests & come back at parking stand then guest must have to 
arrange their own to reach at the parking stand. 

6. Room Heater available with an extra cost Bourne by the guest directly (Excet 4 ****) 
7. Due to shortage of power the guest sometimes, may have to bear it with candle light. 
8. Category of Rooms in the packages normally remains to deluxe / super deluxe rooms. 
9. For Extra adult in the room we will provide an extra bed (wherever possible), but some hotels only provide a roll out bed 

and have no provision of an extra be 
10. Operator reserves the right to re-arrange itinerary to suit hotel availability without changing the total number of days in 

each destination and without compromising any services. 
11. Child sharing parent’s room will not be provided an extra bed. 
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Itinerary provided is just suggestive and the sightseeing will be done as per availability. For exciting holiday offers contact us at 

UNITED CONSULTANCY & TOURS , abc.rony@yahoo.com ,+880 29116781 
 

 

বিশেষ সতর্ক তা  

 বিলম্বনা এড়াশত দাশের উপর বনর্ক র হহাশেশলর অিস্থান িা ঠির্ানা ও আপনার পছশের হহাশেল হিশছ বনন।ওশেিসাইে 
অথিা গুশ াল হথশর্ হহাশেশলর োন ও সাবর্ক স সম্পরশর্ হজশন বনন,হহাশেশলর সাবর্ক স হপশত হশল হহাশেল বরশসপোশন র্থা 
িলনু।শহাশেল সাবর্ক স এর জনয ইউনাইশেড র্ন্সাশেবন্স অযান্ড েুযরস দােী নে। 

 দশু্কা পূর্ক আিহাওো / ্াবির্ ত্রুটি িা হ্শর্াশনা অনার্াবিত র্ারশন বিোন / জাহাজ / িাশস বিলম্ব িা িাবতল অথিা 
এর্টি বিোন / জাহাজ / িাস বিলশম্বর র্ারশন পরিতী র্াশনর্টিিং বিোন / জাহাজ / িাশস উঠশত না পারশল ও তার 
র্ারশন অবতবরক্ত রাবিজাপশনর খরচ িা নতুন টিশর্ে ক্রে / তাবরখ পবরিতক ন খরচ িা হ্শর্াশনা হপনাবে সমূ্পর্ক 
সম্মাবনত গ্রাহর্শর্ িহন র্রশত হশি(হদশে িা বিশদশে থার্া সেে র্াশল)। 
 

12 Month Installment (Selected 12 Bank Credit Card Holder Only) 

• Standard chartered bank  

• UCB Bank   

• Dhaka Bank   

• Southeast Bank bd   
• Social islami bank (SIBL)  

• AB Bank 

• BRAC Bank Limited   

• Lanka Bangla finance   

• NRB Bank  

• Eastern Bank ltd (EBL Bank)  

• Prime bank  

• American Express 


